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I. 

Workshop in Democratic Leadership Skills 

Bucharest, Romania 

August 31 - september 4, 1992 

Introduction 

The Workshop in Democratic Leadership skills was part of an 

on-going comprehensive program in civic education in Romania 

sponsored by the International Foundation for Electoral Systems 

through a grant from the U. S. Agency for International Develop

ment. The workshop was presented as the first public project of 

a year-long IFES civic education program to be conducted through

out Romania . 

The workshop was designed to present basic skills of demo

cratic leadership to a select group of Romanian leaders. It is 

hoped that the participants will also serve as a key resource 

base to assist in the development of future IFES-Ied civic 

education programs. 

Although the original plan was to identify fifteen leaders 

to participate in a five-day, comprehensive workshop, a decision 

was made to open the workshop to a large number of interested 

persons from diverse organizations and interest groups to show 

that IFES programs were indeed non-partisan and "open to all." 
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This was a particularly sensitive point in that the national 

elections were scheduled to take place in less than 30 days. 

Naturally, this led to a larger number of participants (124 on 

the first day), greater awareness of the need for such training 

throughout more communities, and more news coverage through 

television, newspapers, and periodicals. The tradeoff was that 

the workshop could not be as comprehensive and as individually

directed as originally planned, but the overall positive impact 

was much greater than expected. 

II. Participants 

The workshop was conducted by: 

Mr. Terry Holcomb, Workshop Leader 

Dr. Juliana Geran Pilon, IFES Director of Programs 

Mr. Obie L. Moore, IFES Project Director in Bucharest 

The participants included labor leaders, teachers, clerics, 

business people, academics, human rights activists, political 

party officials, artists, journalists, and political activists. 

They represented a wide variety of Romanian organizations and 

provided a unique cross-section of Romanian leaders. (A list of 

participants is included in the appendix). 

The diversity of background, experiences, and loyalties 
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among the participants permitted a unique advantage that allowed 

... the workshop leaders to draw on the broad experiences of the 

participants which aided the learning and training process. 

Unavoidably, the disadvantage was that, at least at the be-

... 

... 

ginning, the participants felt very unsure of each other and that 

they had little in common. Many were undoubtedly suspicious of 

each other. It must be kept in mind that these participants had 

been afforded few, if any, opportunities in the past to have 

associations with persons from such diverse organizations. 

Therefore a major objective of the workshop was to bring such a 

diverse group together to give them an opportunity over five 

days, to get to know each other, to break down historic inter-

personal barriers, to identify common denominators among them, to 

engage in behavior that builds trust and to achieve a common 

sense of democratic purpose. 

III. Workshop Materials 

A short text, Leadership in a Democratic Society by Terry 

Holcomb, hereinafter, "Leadership text", was prepared under the 

auspices of IFES and translated into Romanian. A set of short 

readings and clippings from several textbooks and journals (in 

English) was also prepared as a resource to use with the text. 

Multiple copies were made and distributed to all participants. 

These materials are included in the appendix. In addition, 100 
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copies (in Romanian) of the U.S. Information Agency publication, 

"What is Democracy?", were distributed to the participants. 

IV. Workshop Procedures 

To accommodate the large number of participants, the five

day workshop was broken into three parts: 

Part I: Introduction to the Concepts of Democratic Leadership 

Monday, 11 AM to 4 PM 

Lecture with demonstrations and questions from audience 

Participants: 124 

Part II: Workshop in Specific Skills of Democratic Leadership 

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 11 AM to 4 PM 

Group discussions and exercises to practice leadership 

concepts 

Participants: 47 

Part III: Consultation on Specific Problems 

Friday, 9 AM to 7:30 PM, one-on-one meetings with 

17 participants discussing specific concerns of their 

organizations 

The Monday session was the most difficult day of the week . 
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Because of the large number of participants and the need to cover 

basic concepts, interaction with participants was limited. The 

session was also affected by the huge auditorium, the stifling 

heat, the awkwardness of earphones used for simultaneous transla

tion, and, most importantly, the unavoidable first-day distrust 

and uncertainty felt among participants attending such a work

shop. 

Terry Holcomb covered the basic concepts of group decision

making such as: definition of a democratic leader, taking respon

sibility, building consensus, tolerance, ethics, and dedication 

to group goals. This instruction utilized the first exercise 

from the Leadership Text that asks participants to differentiate 

between the behavior of an autocratic leader and a democratic 

leader. This enabled the participants to focus on specific 

behaviors that express the democratic concepts under discussion. 

After a break, participants were asked to think of an 

effective leader that they had known and dealt with personally 

and to identify the qualities possessed by that individual. 

Participants were asked to reflect on these qualities and to be 

prepared to discuss them later in the workshop. 

From microphones stationed in the audience, the participants 

asked numerous questions and made comments. For example, one in

dividual pointed out that Romanians often confuse leadership 
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strength with the ability to "talk loud and pound the table." 

The workshop instructors identified persons and situations that 

demonstrated "strength of character" and "strength under pres

sure" and offered examples of behavior that would be useful in a 

democratic society. considerable discussion was given to the 

need for a leader to take responsibility for group action, to 

shoulder blame, and to give credit. Participants expressed 

concern that Romanians remain inclined to respond to behavioral 

methods typically employed by autocratic leaders. 

At the conclusion of the Monday session, participants were 

invited to join the three-day workshop that would feature group 

exercises and interpersonal activities to practice the leadership 

skills discussed that day. The session was adjourned and all 

participants were invited to attend a reception hosted by the 

Museum of National History held in the main plaza of the museum. 

This reception afforded a unique opportunity for participants to 

informally meet each other and for the IFES workshop coordinators 

to obtain feedback from the participants. 

On Tuesday forty-seven people joined the three-day workshop 

that was held in a medium-size room around a set of tables 

arranged to encourage free discussion. As opposed to the first 

day in which basic concepts were presented, Tuesday was devoted 

to Romanians describing openly to the group what they felt was 

needed" from their leaders. Each individual was asked to respond 
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to the simple question: "What are the essential characteristics 

of leadership?" (This was a follow-up to the question presented 

at the Monday session discussed above). Not all participants 

felt comfortable speaking before the group; however, about thirty 

offered their thoughts. 

Many of the comments on Tuesday led to discussion and the 

development of key issues, to be considered in more detail later 

in the week, such as: (1) Can leadership qualities be taught, or 

are they in-born traits? (2) Should leaders function as repre

sentatives of groups or as executives who carry out plans? (3) 

Should leaders be generalists or specialists? (4) Why does power 

lead to corruption, and how can this process be prevented? and 

(5) How can the flow of accurate information be improved? 

The primary purpose of the interactive exercises on Tuesday 

was to develop a sense of what traits Romanians felt were vital 

to effective leadership. The list that was compiled is not 

comprehensive nor was it intended to be refined; rather, it 

serves as a pool of information that is reflective of the group's 

thinking. The list of essential leadership traits is presented, 

as follows, without evaluation: 

ability to think and feel 

role model for others 

an accurate, objective picture of him or herself 
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detachment 

modesty 

sense of humor 

open-minded, tolerant 

ability to motivate 

adaptable, flexible 

ability to evaluate information 

ability to understand subtlety of information 

eloquence in communication 

credibility 

creative, has ideas 

sets goals 

knows and understands constituency 

empathetic 

professionally trained in discipline such as law or eco

nomics 

sense of responsibility 

ability to predict the future 

possesses a force of personality, inspires confidence in 

him/herself and the group 

ability to compromise, reconcile subjective and objective 

disciplined not to outstay usefulness 

enjoys being a leader 

During this discussion, concepts from Part III of the 

Leaders~ip text, entitled Social Skills, were discussed by Mr . 
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Holcomb, and Dr. Pilon offered helpful observations about the 

... differences between the pre-revolutionary communist regime and 

western-style democracy. Mr. Moore clarified differences in 

legal matters including the implementation of democratic prin

ciples identified in the new Romanian constitution by the leader

ship. 

• 

... 

The workshop on Wednesday and Thursday was devoted to a 

detailed, two-day exercise in group decision-making. After some 

discussion on Wednesday morning of the issues identified on 

Tuesday, it was decided that the entire group should take action 

as a "task force" to deal with the problem of poor information in 

Romanian society. The group decided to use the reflective 

thinking process and group decision-making principles to tackle 

this key problem. 

The two-day exercise had the following components: 

1. Identify the problem of poor information in Romanian so

ciety. The group used the analysis set forth in Part II of the 

Leadership text to develop a statement of the problem that 

sources of information are unsatisfactory and often inaccurate 

because: 

there is insufficient information 

information is intentionally false 

information is unintentionally false 
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2. 

mass media has too many limitations 

mass media is unreliable 

the public is denied access to mass media. 

Analyze the nature of the problem. The group determined 

that a combination of factors hampered good communication, 

including government control, factionalism, and poor media 

standards (objectivity of reporting, factual support of reporting 

etc. ) . 

3'. Develop ~pproririate criteria that this group could use to 

solve the problem. The group determined that the solution should 

be one that could be carried out by the participants in this 

workshop if they decided to constitute a "real" organization . 

4. Through brainstorming, identify without evaluation all 

possible solutions. This resulted in the completion of a long 

list of proposed solutions. 

5. Categorize the proposed solutions. The solutions were 

placed in three general categories: (a) new sources of informa

tion, (b) legal and legislative-related concerns, and (c) methods 

for verifying accuracy. 

6. Use committees to evaluate the solutions. The group was 

subdivided into three committees to evaluate all solutions and 
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identify three proposed projects in order of priority. Each 

committee then elected a committee chair and a secretary to take 

notes. Each chair was instructed to follow the guidelines for 

group discussion leader as presented in the Leadership text. 

Terry Holcomb also presented guidelines for setting priorities. 

7. Report committee findings. Each committee appointed a 

spokesperson to present its findings and its reasoning. 

8. Select a single project to carry out. The. group selected 

one project to implement in the next sixty days. This part of 

the exercise was most instructive. The group settled on a single 

project which was to constitute a "watchdog body" to monitor the 

Romanian mass media, including television, radio, and newspapers . 

The group agreed almost unanimouslY that this would help reduce 

the distrust that many Romanians have towards mass media and to 

promote more reliable news sources. A watch dog body could 

accomplish this by categorizing all news reports and information 

(by number of stories, by subject, whether they were positive or 

negative accounts, etc.). This would permit an objective deter

mination of whether any mass media source possesses a bias. By 

making such findings publicly available, greater objectivity and 

balanced reporting would be fostered and greater reliability of 

the mass media in Romania achieved. It should be pointed out, 

however, that some participants expressed serious concerns that 

such a·body would be used for censorship . 
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9. Debate the proposed project. The group made a motion on the 

proposed project, debated the merits of the project, considered 

amendments, and voted on the amendments and final motion. This 

exercise was preceded by a presentation of basic rules of par

liamentary procedure. A decision was made to limit the debate to 

three speakers from each side of the issue with an equal amount 

of time allocated to each speaker. Following a debate that was 

spirited and lively, the group voted to organize a "watchdog 

body" by a vote of twenty-six to one, with one abstention. Many 

of those who were previously opposed to the proposal were per

suaded to support it, and a near consensus was achieved. 

At the conclusion of the exercise on Thursday, many par

ticipants expressed a desire to actually implement the project 

rather than regard it as a simple exercise. By the end of the 

day on Thursday, the group had achieved remarkable cohesion and a 

sense of common purpose. 

The format of the exercise carried allowed Holcomb, Pilon, 

and Moore to introduce concepts of democratic leadership relevant 

to the progress of the exercise. Because of this, the workshop 

avoided the format of continuous lectures. Rather, each set of 

concepts was presented as part of participatory exercises which 

fostered a constructive group dynamic. Both the instructors and 

participants agreed that this exercise was the most successful 
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component in the workshop. participants expressed openly that 

~ they not only learned new methods of making decisions, but also 

that they could work with other Romanians to agree on solutions 

• 

~ 

within a limited amount of time. This was a new realization for 

many participants and several of them expressed new confidence in 

their own ability to work together. 

Friday was devoted to one-on-one meetings with seventeen of 

the participants who wanted specific advice on applying democrat-

ic leadership principles within their organizations. Most of 

them expressed a desire for more programs of this nature that 

teach specific skills. We recommended that they develop similar 

programs within their own organizations and use the materials 

provided to practice these newly-learned skills . 

v. Conclusions and Recommendations 

This workshop, designed for Romanian leaders, was devoted to 

developing specific skills rather that simply teaching concepts. 

This workshop reinforced our firm belief that skill workshops 

must utilize group dynamics through exercises and activities, 

even when participants are mature leaders. 

We recommend the development of more leadership programs of 

this nature. This can best be achieved through cooperation with 

existing Romanian organizations. It is our belief that effec-
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tive democratic leadership skills can be taught in Romania. If 

Romanian leaders in government, business, labor, education, 

religion, and the arts learn the skills of democracy as well as 

the concepts of democracy, then the prospects for freedom and 

democracy to flourish in Romania are significantly improved. 
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List with the Persons Who Attended the IFES Leadership Workshop 

.Name 

1. Antohe Adrian 

7 .. ailbriel A ndre,esc.u 

3. Cristi;m A I11za 

4. Rodica AVl"aI.n 

5. Ci1lin Anastasiu 

O. Ci:lti1lin A vramescu 

7.·J.onAirton .......... .. 

g. D jnu Adam 

9. Georgeta Buretea 

•
0. Alexandru 

Albunescu 
11 .. Marc Asquino 
12. 'Hrisrulti Bulugea 
13. Mircea Boad 
14. Andrei Br1itescu 
15. Amelia Bratescu 
16. Constalltin 

Burbulescu 

17. Mariana Celac 

18. Eugen Cripn 
19.I1dmolld 

C6J.1~ l"\J Hi!''J.c.:)(;u 

20. Elena 
Constantinescll 

21. \Villirun Carter 
22. Dan Cristescu 
23. Bogdan. Chh';{oiu 

•. Calin Ccm1\:iatill. 

Organization 

Trade Union 
"FRATIA" 

Group for Sodal 
Dialogue 
Romanian T.V. 
"Actualitati" 
Newspaper 
"Curicrul National" 
G.DoS .• Civic Aliance 
P.\!:ty, 
National School for 
Political Studies 
Cr:S;A .. 

\Vritcro Union 

Trade Union 
Romanian Mail 

PNL 
American Embassy 
Theological L1stitute 
Faculty of Philisophy 

Romanian Academy 
(Libr!lry) . 
G.D.S. 

P.N.T.C.D.-Tg.Mure~ tel: & 
"Pu:;[nl''' Church 

"Pastor" Church 

U.S.A.J.D. 
Trade Union Block 
National Free 
U niversitary Youth 
Organisation 
"Meridian" -

Adress I Tell Fax 

Splaiul Independentei 
nr.202 A 
tel & fa:x. 38 23 81 
CaJe.a Victoriei 120 
141471 
Cillea Dorobllnti 191 
795345 
]59512/121300 

tel. 88 1403 

Leu Blvd. nr. 1-3 
154663 
Kogiilniceanu ·l:!lvd. 64 
tel. 133340 
tal. 5U 72 liS 

Matei Milo Street 
nr. 10 tel. 147340 
fax. 137368 

tel. 104040 
tel. 47 10 89 / 10 35 88 
KoglHniceanu Blvd. 64 

t"J. 71 16 2D 

Calea Victol'iei 120 
leI. 14 1471 
fax~ 954/33 835 
r:\!. 20 n 14 

tel. 207314 

tel. 10 74 97 
Bdltianu Blvd. 10 
Newspaper tel. 15 67 07 



25. Augusnls 
Costache 

26. Constantin 
Cr1(ciun 

27. Emanoil CalaIl 

?8. COllst:Ultinoaia 
Comeliu 

29':'Radli Cioponea 

30. Corina 
Dri!.gotescu 

32. Leontin 
Dinulescu 

33. Cristina 
Dascalescu 

34. DodJl :MuguL' 

Dumiu'escu 
35. Ion Dascalu 

~6. Jerry Dautcuil 

37. Mircea Dinescu 

38. Vasile DumilTU 

39. hina Dimiu 

40. VJad Enache, 

41. Horia Ena~eI 

42. Ibolya Fon'ai 

~3. RCldu fiilip",!;clI 
44. Alexandru Hrca~ ADIRI 

45. Constantina 
Fulga 

46. Gabriela Grabari 
47. Daniel Gruia 

•. Dan Grigol'e ""9. Alexandru 
Ghi !c!1I~ 

50. Cl·!.sL;~!I (~rig0rc 

"Dreptalea" 
Newspaper 

Trade Union 
Commerce , 
"Evenill1entul :dle,i" 
Newspaper 

"FRA. TTA" Trade, 
Union 
Po) itechn ical 
Instimte Bucharest 
"Adevarul" 
Newspaper 

RUlU<tll1<tll Ll~!1(U(C 

for Free Enterprise 
Romanian Agency 
for Development 
h1inistry of Justice 

DDC 

Free )'rade Union 
Federation 
Center ror Int j 

Private Enterprise 
Writers Union 

N ationa! Trade 
Union Block 
"Adevllrul" 

"Realitatea 
Rornflne.a,dl" 
New~papcr 
"CotidianuI" 
Ncwsj.Japer 
"Blue CJ'v~:,;" 
Society-MediQ$ 
GDS 
185462 

Calea Victoriei 
133-135; 
50 41 25 / 50 64 44 
Str. Doanmei 12 
tel. 125231 
Piata Presei Libere 1 
tel. 174260 
fax. 128381 
tel. 3725 36 

Piala Presei Libere 1 
Ie!. 180608 
fax. 17 55 40 
>iU. Pa,d~ 41 
leI. 120676 
tel. 1228 82 

144400 

11 3943 

Calea Victoriei 135 
tel. 50 6980 
1615 H St. NW 202-
\Vashington D.C. 
Calea Victoriei 133 
tel. 50 72 45 

Piata Presei Libere 1 
tel. 180608 
tel. 176010 
ext. 7231 

377473 

928/21592 

14 14 71 tel. 11 G3 85 

(Ass.for Intemational Law& Relations) 
Ci'vic' Aliance- 91 /652793 
Constanta 
Civic Ali'Ulce Pruty 
PAC 
Academy of l,{usic 
Plastic Artists Union 

P.N'.L. 

str. PoIonll. 15 
59 1593 
tel & fax 12 11 00 
13 5010 

tel. 14 77 05 
fax. 157638 
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<5 \. 
M. Constantin 

(ble:riu 
52. Marcu Gherasim 

53. Adrian Gratiano 

'l1lC;:oiogical Institute 

National Trade 
Union BlOCk 

Trade Union 
Romanian Mail 

54. Adrian Giihlteanu Trade Union 137368 
Romanian Mail 

55: 'Viorica Grigore Trade Union .13..73 68 . 

56. Monica 
Herghelegiu 

57. T.r1gt ·oom 
58. Radu Ionescu 
59. Nicolae Ivan 
60. Adrian Engen 

Jonescu·· .. 
61. Andreea Jljescu 

62. Mihai lulian 

Romanian Mail 
Teological Institute 

American Embassy 
Nat.Trade Union 
U.S.A.I.D. 
MEDIA FAX 

O.T.U.N.L. 
(Org. Nat. University 
Liberal Youth) 
Free Trade Union 
Confederation 

63. Liana I vllnel .64. Florica Ivan 

Free Trade Union 
Confederation 
IV AKIT -ChemycaI 
Compo 

65. TIlOmas 
Kleininger 

66. Emilia Lenghel 

67. Radu Liviu 
68. Roxana Lungu 

69. Ct'istin:l Luzescu 
70. Eugen Lenghel 
71. Alice Lascou 

72. Alexandro 
]vIarine-seu 

73. Eeaterina J'Vlarincscu 
74. Corne.l Matd 
75. Jvlarian Mll~at 

Humanitas 

RTV 

City Hall 
"Expl'es Magazin" 
Newspaper 
Ministry of Justice 
Radio 
National Council for 
Science & Teclmology 
Engineer 

SI-AR 
Trade Union-Subv,:ay 

76. ViCTor !'\,1engher Trade Union-Subway • 77. Dorina Miron 

78. Gabriela IvTatei 

Radio Romania 
International 
O.T.U.L.N. 

4"' 10 i;9 

13 73 68 

10 35 88 

104040 
8430 IS ext 215 

597888 
fax: 5045' 14 
537773 

317308 

834623 

tel. 176575 
fax. 125082 

159350 
ext. 496 

123911 
172644 

144400 

714590 

II 4490 
410090 
ext. 1570; 1254 
hx. 12 52 43 
410090 
ext. 1570; J 254 
fax. 115243 
72 74 98 

594304 



79, Adrian Miroiu 

80. Rupert Wolfe 
i'vl urray 

81. Lucian Mihai 

82. $tefan Niculescu 
1\-'1~1C",.a' 

83. Paul ~t. 
MarkovitS 

84. Nichita 
7vfoldoveanu 

85. Romeo Marin 

umv,n;ryJ 
Bucharest 
Romania Project UK 

Faculty of Law 

"Romania liberil" 
Nc:'w~pape .. 
OK CONTACT 

English Teacher 

Society of Young 
Generation of Roms 

86. $erb<U1 l\1adgearu "Cotidianul" 
Ne.w~pap~r 

87. Mihaela Ml'it..'khitl'i "Cotidianul"37 77 95 
Newspaper 

88. Alexandru Miu Romanian lllstitute 

89. Teodor Mihll.ilescu P.A.C. 
90. Eugen Nila 
91. Dorin Negri'lu 

.92. I'lu<1 ?-l",Jd 

93. Rodica Novae 

94. Anton Niculesc·u 

95. Gheorghe Negut 
96. Elena Orban 

97. Mihai( Mircea 
Prcdcscu 

98. $te.fan Tudor 
Popescu 

99. $tefan Pnmli 

100. Paul Pi1sculete 
101. Cilin Pundichi 
102. Gh. Pascu 

for Managen1ent 
276227 
TVR-operator 
Free Trade Union 
Confede.ration 
ROMPREgg 

"FRA TIA" Trade 
Union 
U.D.M.R. 

P.A.C. Arge? 
Trade Union 
Rom. Mail 
'~FRATIA" 

National.School for 
P()litical Studie.s 
FDSN 
"Cotidianul" 
Newspaper 

TV -operator 
Students Trade Union 
)Vfovement for 

~os. Bcrceni 1 
tel. 3995 82 
986/15959 

Str. Maria Rosetti 
nr. 16 B, ap.8 
tel. 11 81 82 
175270 

tel. 46 25 27 

Aleea Miraj 2, bl. 68 
tel. 20 39 04 
377795 

451574 

795345 
150441 

Plaia Pl.,sd LII.,.,l., 1 
teJ.171313J 170487 
tel. 38 21 71 
fa.x. 3823 13 
s tr. Her!(s trll.u 13, 
tel. 33 35 69 
fax. 79 6675 
97/632829 
147340 
fax. 137'3 68 
tel. & fax. 38 23 81 

Bd. Schittl 
Mll.gureanu 1 
13 22 49 
Calea Plevenei 44, 
tel. 376892 
fa.x. 37 78 40 
332802 

g2 64 57 

__ 03. Cristian Popa 

Renaisance & Unity of 
Romanians from 'Whole World 

104. D-lfU POpeSl:ll 

105. COt1;;tlll1tin Paraschiv 

Institute of National 59 53 69 
Economy 
Theological Instirure 
ASJROM 

103588 
3R 6045 



106. Jon RMoi Trade Union-Subway 410090 
fax. 125243 

107. Tsabe1a Ro~ca TVR SIT. Dorobantilor 

• tel. 33 30 22 
108. Marian Rupa Society for Young 203904 

Generation of Roms 
109. Mihai Radu Humanitas 17 65 75 

Solean ext. 2605 
110. Tache Stere Theological Institute 103588 
Ill. Albion Smith Institute for Security 757936 

Research Est-Vest 
112. Pandele Saftere Trade Union 158016 
113. Drago~ ~euleanu Radio 140517 
114. ?-.1ariana Stoica Ministry of 140604 

Education 
115. loan $tefan Free Trade Union 136579 

Confederation fax. 133883 

116: Drago~··- Romanian National 
Stil.nescu Bank 

117. Alexandlu Trade Union 137368 
T0111a Romanian Mail 

. .... 
1I8.Maria FSN Aleea Modrogan 1 

Tantanl1 795497 
• 119. Marian Tata Prodemocracy 110023 

Bra~ov 
120. Constantin 

Ursu Free Trade Union 139457 
Confederation 317308 

121. Costel Vasile Soc.OfYOW1g 203904 
Generation of Roms 108472 

122. Mihai Voicu OTUNL 31 1855 
123. Marta Maria IFES 

Vilavec~s 
124. rpUH1 W;llc;ck Unlvt:rslty of 11 ~ti !i~ 

Washington 

• 
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by 

Terry Holcomb 
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• LEADERSHIP IN A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 

Leadership is vital to the functioning of any organization in 

society -- political, cultural, or economic. Simply stated, 

leadership is the ability to make things happen. Leaders work with 

groups throughout the community, affecting both large and small 

numbers of people. In an authoritarian society, there are very few 

leaders; most people, even those in positions of power, have little 

ability to make change. They mainly passon orders from a small 

ruling elite. The average citizen in a authoritarian system has 

little opportunity to make decisions. In a democratic society, 

thousands of people participate in decisions every day through 

• their work and through activities of free organizations. 

• 

Making group decisions is not an easy process. It takes time 

and energy, discussion and debate, tolerance and patience. Most of 

all, it takes special skills in group decision making, such as 

communication, persuasion, analysis, and organization. Because 

democratic leaders have faith that the group has wisdom greater 

than the individual, they use these skills to help the group arrive 

at the best decision and to guide the group in implementing its 

decision. But these same skills can be misused by autocratic 

leaders to impose their will on the group . 
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This seminar is designed to help you develop the skills needed 

for effective leadership in democratic society in such roles as 

chairperson of a community organization, leader of a labor or

ganization, owner and manager of a small business, public official, 

mayor of a city, or chairman of a committee at your place of work. 

Nearly everyone in democratic society is called upon at some time 

to exercise leadership skills. 

But what is leadership? Some people think of leadership as 

dominating a group, and they picture a single powerful person who 

has all the right answers and is strong enough to impose his will. 

This is a picture of an autocratic leader, not a democratic leader . 

In democratic society, many people have thoughts and ideas that can 

contribute to making the best decision. A leader is one who 

facilitates the group decision-making process. A leader does have 

"power" of a sort: the power to define a problem, to encourage all 

to speak, to keep the discussion on the subject, to help organize 

activities. This "power" is really the power to influence others 

to achieve goals. 

DEFINITION OF A DEMOCRATIC LEADER: 

A democratic leader influences people toward the 

achievement of qroup goals • 
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Of course, there are certain situations in which decisions 

must be made quickly and decisively, such as by a surgeon in an 

operating room or a military commander in the field. In such 

cases, democratic leadership may not be appropriate, but for the 

our purposes in this seminar, let us assume that democratic leader-

ship is the best means of achieving goals in the organizations that 

you are likely to work with. 

In a democratic society, leaders develop skills that help the 

group use their collective wisdom to build consensus and make 

decisions. Democratic leaders and group members must be committed 

to collective decision making. Groups fail when they search for an 

all-knowing and all-powerful leader who always knows the best 

course of action. Even if some of their decisions are good, auto-

cratic leaders fail because they defeat the purpose of democracy. 

Democratic leaders are not "born" with qualities of leader-

ship. Rather they learn the skills of effective group leadership. 

As we discuss the "ideal democratic leader," we recognize that no 

one is perfect and no one is capable of using all of these skills 

all of the time. Through understanding and practice, the indi-

vidual can become an effective democratic leader. 

ADDITIONAL READING: 

Shuter, Robert. "Leadership Styles," Communicating: Concepts and 
Skills. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1984. pp . 
270 - 274. 
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GROUP EXERCISE #1: DEMOCRATIC LEADERS AND AUTOCRATIC LEADERS 
Think of leaders (supervisors, officials, etc.) that you have 
known, both democratic and autocratic. Both types of leaders 
may have a degree of success. They may even be alike in some 
ways, but they differ in certain key skills. List elements of 
behavior that are similar and ones that are different. 
Discuss specific aspects of behavior. 

Example of completed exercise: 

THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DEMOCRATIC LEADERS AND AUTOCRATIC LEADERS 

They may be the same in these behaviors: 

Ethical 
Effective communicator 
Intelligent 
Knowledgeable 
Experienced 
courageous 
Knows how the system works 

But they differ in these behaviors: 

DEMOCRATIC LEADER 

Listens to others 
Respects others' opinions 
Open to new ideas 
Encourages discussion 
Has no hidden agenda 
Resolves differences among others 
Sensitive to others' feelings 
Has good self-concept 
Dedicated to group goals 
Shares credit with others 
Takes the blame for failure 
Trusts others in the group 
Seeks group consensus 

Competent 
Educated 
Organized 
Foresighted 
strong 
Goal-oriented 
Focused 

AUTOCRATIC LEADER 

Concentrates on speaking 
Thinks he has truth 
Rigid, dogmatic 
Discourages discussion 
Manipulative 
Exploits differences 
Insensitive to others 
Has grandiose self-concept 
Dedicated to personal goals 
Takes all the credit 
Blames others for failures 
Suspicious of others 
Seeks to impose his will 
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DEMOCRATIC LEADERSHIP SKILLS 

Skills are the tools that effective leaders use to help the group 

attain their goals. 

following units: 

They will be considered according to the 

Unit I: Personal skills 

The personal qualities and behaviors of an individual that 

build respect and trust among group members. 

unit II: Analytical skills 

The skills used in defining problems, gathering information, 

evaluating people, identifying trends, and comparing courses 

of action. 

unit III: Social Skills 

The skills of interaction with other people that encourage 

productive functioning of the group. 

unit IV: organizational Skills 

The ability to lead groups to consensus, to set specific 

goals, to identify and organize tasks, to create systems to 

accomplish tasks, and to assign individuals to take respon

sible action . 
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unit V: communication Skills 

The skills to articulate ideas and emotions accurately, to 

persuade others to work toward group goals, and to build group 

support for action . 
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UNIT I: PERSONAL SKILLS 

Personal skills are the personal qualities and behaviors of an in

dividual that build respect and trust among group members. 

Personal skills are behaviors that make up particular quali

ties of character such as "ethical," "dependable," or "strong." 

Although it may seem strange to consider qualities as skills, these 

qualities reflect behavior that can be learned and practiced. 

Think for a moment about the qualities of people you admire; they 

may be similar to the personal qualities we identify in an effec

tive democratic leader. Personal skills are important because 

these behaviors cause others to put their trust in the leader. We 

will consider the following characteristics: dependable, ethical, 

strong, self-confident, caring, and curious. There may be other 

characteristics that you might add to this list of personal quali

ties of leadership. 

Dependable 

"Dependable" brings to mind a number of related qualities 

including trustworthy, consistent, stable, and responsible . 

Basically, this means that a leader is expected to do what he or 
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she says they will do. A leader tells the truth, keeps promises, 

follows through on plans, and keeps confidences when asked. 

Moreover, the leader does this so consistently that group members 

expect trustworthy behavior from the leader and would be shocked if 

the leader disappointed them. A democratic leader builds trust 

within the group by trusting others and respecting their opinions. 

By contrast, an autocratic leader trusts no one and is suspicious 

of the motives of all. 

since the leader is responsible for activities under his or 

her control, he takes responsibility for the success or failure of 

a project. American President Harry Truman kept a sign on his desk 

that said, "The buck stops here!" He meant that he could not pass 

responsibility on to anyone else. Even if he were not directly the 

cause of failure, he took ultimate responsibility for it. This 

willingness to accept responsibility is a sign of leadership. 

Ethical 

Ethical behavior, like dependability, is vital to the develop

ment of trust in leadership, but it involves more fundamental 

factors of character than simply "doing what one says one will do." 

Ethical behavior is centered on questions about how one lives one's 

life as an honorable person who obeys laws, follows the accepted 

• moral code of society, and deals with people honestly. Democratic 
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leaders must be above reproach. For example, we would have little 

respect for someone who mistreated his or her family. Even though 

such actions have no direct effect on how well the leader conducts 

a public meeting, it would affect the ultimate success because 

members of the group would have less respect for the leader. 

The key to ethical behavior is the possession of "ethics" -- a 

set of guidelines for the honorable conduct of one's affairs. At a 

minimum, we expect democratic leaders to tell the truth, meet 

responsibilities of citizenship, obey the law, treat people 

honestly in all business and political dealings, to adhere to the 

more specialized ethics of their profession, and to recognize the 

rights of others. Leaders must neither engage in corrupt dealings 

nor allow corrupt dealings to exist. Public officials must protect 

the money and property jointly owned by all citizens. Democratic 

leaders must make every effort to root out bribery and corruption 

wherever they find it. An ethical democratic leader believes that 

his good name and reputation is his most precious possession. 

Finally, the leader's dealings with members of the group must 

be above board. He must not be manipulative of individuals or of 

the democratic system in order to achieve some goal that is hidden 

from others in the group . 
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strong 

strength in this context means strength of character. A 

leader must have courage to face difficult situations, the personal 

discipline to accomplish needed tasks, and self-control of emotions 

and impulses. A strong leader is slow to anger, even-tempered, not 

likely to panic, and not visibly uncomfortable when challenged in a 

fight. By avoiding defensiveness, the leader shows that he or she 

is more interested in issues than in personalities. 

In times of trouble, a leader should be a rock of stability 

upon which other, more panicky group members, can look for 

reassurance and direction. The strong leader achieves this stabi

lity by keeping a proper perspective on events. When times are 

hard and people are in conflict, participants may get so involved 

in debating the issues, that they lose sight of the goals of the 

group. The leader should stay above such in-fighting and gently 

steer the group toward achieving its ultimate goals. strength in 

the midst of a storm inspires confidence in the leadership. 

Self Confident 

An effective democratic leader has a good self concept. This 

means that he or she has an accurate picture of his or her own 

• abilities and weaknesses, and feels sure of his or her ability to 
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work with the group. Someone with a balanced self concept does not 

worry how he or she looks to everyone else. The democratic leader 

focuses on how the group is doing. 

One can have either too much self confidence or too little. A 

grandiose self concept could lead to behavior that is arrogant, 

impatient, and autocratic. A poor self concept can weaken the 

leader's ability to take charge of meetings and assert his or her 

thoughts. In either case, the leader can be too concerned with his 

own success to be focused on the fulfillment of group goals. 

Caring 

Successful democratic leaders care about other people: their 

ideas, their feelings, and their well-being. An effective leader 

learns the language and techniques that show a caring approach. 

Leaders show caring in the following ways: 

* Cares about others: the leader always shows respect for 

individuals and avoids language that disparages the ideas and 

abilities of participants, including opponents. The leader seeks 

to settle personal disputes among others by seeking common ground. 

The leader is sensitive to any personal difficulties of others that 

affect their work. Example: if one member is having trouble, the 

leader draws the person aside to ask if they can help in any way. 
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* Cares about the group: the leader is concerned about the 

overall cohesiveness of the group and seeks success for the group 

by trying to stay above group conflict. It must always be clear 

that the leader's interest is in the ultimate success of the group 

rather than the success of any single member. Likewise, the leader 

avoids taking sides in disputes and plays the role of arbitrator. 

The leader should not favor one associate over others. Rather, the 

leader should show fairness in his or her dealings. Example: the 

leader may have personal judgements about the ability of an indi

vidual but withholds expressing those thoughts, even in private, 

because it would ultimately get back to the individual and weaken 

their relationship. 

* Cares about goals of the group: the leader must show a commit

ment to setting goals, solving problems, and improving the welfare 

of the group. The leader cannot avoid conflict to the extent that 

decisions are not made. The leader focuses on setting and procee

ding with a reasonable agenda of business. 

Curious 

A democratic leader should have few preconceived notions about 

the issues before the group. The leader is "curious" in the sense 

• that he or she wants more information, more points of view, more 
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opinions expressed, more answers to questions. The leader wants to 

know how things work and how others have solved problems similar to 

the issue at hand. Curiosity is characteristic of the skill of 

information gathering. The most important skill related to curio

sity is the ability to ask the right questions. We will review 

examples of questions in the unit on Analytical skills . 
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GROUP EXERCISE #2: ADDITIONAL PERSONAL QUALITIES 

We considered these personal skills of leadership: dependable, 
ethical, strong, self-confident, caring, and curious. What 
other personal skills do you think are necessary for a leader 
in your community. Make a list of additional personal skills 
and explain why they are important. 

Examples of additional personal skills that might be dis
cussed: competent, energetic, flexible, tolerant, egalitarian. 

GROUP EXERCISE #3: TEN COMMANDMENTS OF LEADERSHIP 

Develop a set of ethics by preparing a list of "ten command
ments of leadership" appropriate for work in your community. 
The emphasis is on determining the ten most important ethical 
guidelines for community leaders. Then, for each "command
ment," cite a specific example from experience. 

GROUP EXERCISE #4: ETHICAL DILEMMAS 

Determining right and wrong is not always easy. Consider case 
studies of ethical dilemmas in which courses of action may be 
in conflict with accepted norms, yet still achieve a desired 
goal. Develop criteria for deciding the ethical course of 
action. 

GROUP EXERCISE #5: EXAMPLES OF PERSONAL SKILLS 

Choose one of the qualities of personal leadership, such as 
"dependable." Then, think of someone you believe exhibits 
that quality. What does this person do and say that reassures 
you of their dependability? How do they express their trust 
and respect for others? Quote exactly what they say. List 
ten examples of behavior that show dependability. 

ADDITIONAL READING: 

Brilhart, John K., "Leaders and Leadership/Characteristics of 
Effective Discussion' Leaders," Effective Group Discussion, 
Third Edition, William C. Brown company Publishers, Dubuque, 
1978. pp. 158 - 166 • 
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UNIT II: ANALYTICAL SKILLS 

The skills used in defining problems, gathering information, 

evaluating people, identifying trends, and comparing courses of 

action. 

It is sometimes said that a leader does not have to know all 

the answers, but the leader does have to know the right questions 

to ask. Analytical skills are critical to effective decision 

making, and the leader completes a personal analysis and mobilizes 

the group to analyze an issue. This skill is developed by the 

leader first through education and experience and, second, through 

understanding of the analytical process. We will deal with these 

areas in turn. 

The leader develops special skills through formal education in 

such areas as history, language, and science. We face very few 

"new" problems in life. Most difficulties and conflicts have been 

experienced by other people in other times. The study of history 

helps us keep our own problems in perspective and learn from the 

experiences of others. 

Naturally, not everything can be learned through study. 

Informal learning occurs through practical experience in working 

with people and with the democratic system. Each experience, even 
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if failure resulted, can teach us how to work better in the future. 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to outline all the lessons of 

study and experience, but let it be clear that learning enhances 

your chance of success as a leader. 

At the very least, sound analysis requires the following: 

* Ability to gather information. No one can know everything, 

but the leader should know how to get accurate information. 

* Ability to sort and summarize information. It is necessary to 

separate the wheat from the chaff. Disorganized information, 

without an understanding of the relationship with other informa

tion, has little value. Leaders must summarize the information and 

also speculate on the possible meaning of the findings. However, 

keep in mind that speculation is not certainty, but only a best 

guess -- a hypothesis. 

* Ability to apply information. Information is useful only when 

it is understood in a the total context of events. Then, it can be 

applied to answer questions such as: the extent of a problem, the 

cost, the effectiveness of solutions, etc. 

* Understanding principles of logic. Leaders should have 

thorough grounding in logical reasoning with special attention to 
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cause and effect. Leaders must avoid the temptation to assign 

blame without a thorough review of possible causes. For example, a 

frequent mistake is the logical fallacy of connecting two events as 

cause and effect simply because one event preceded the other (the 

fallacy of "post hoc, ergo propter hoc"). The two events may, or 

may not, have been related. Review the article by Estelle Zannes 

for a brief overview of logical reasoning. 

* Openness to new ideas. The leader should avoid snap judg

ments; judgment should occur only after all information is ga

thered. In addition, one should avoid making the assumption that 

two situations are the same because they are similar; they might 

differ in some other critical way. The leader should be open to 

new information, ideas, perspectives, approaches, and solutions. 

Avoid the tendency to make up your mind about an issue and then 

gathering information to fit your ideas. Rather, gather informa

tion for the purpose of developing hypotheses. 

* Ability to judge people accurately. This ability is learned 

through repeated dealings with people. This does not mean that the 

leader would make public statements about individuals. Rather, the 

leader should have the private ability to accurately evaluate 

someone's dependability, honesty, knowledge, and experience. The 

leader" should have a sense of an individual's abilities and be able 

to match the person with specific tasks to be performed. The 
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leader should also have a perspective on how the individual fits 

into the social environment of the group. Naturally, these judg-

ments cannot be made easily or with a high degree of certainty. 

They are based on experience, observation, and mature understanding 

of human beings. 

* Ability to evaluate the complete situation. The leader must 

be able to put all this information together in the context of 

conditions outside the group. Based on understanding of these many 

factors, the leader should have the ability to present an evalua-

tion of the situation to the entire group. 

* Ability to foresee future developments. Although no one can 

predict the future absolutely, an evaluation of current trends and 

events can lead to reasonable expectations of what will happen if 

current trends continue. This ability is helpful for planning 

programs and preparing to meet difficulties ahead. See the reading 

from The Study of the Future by Edward cornish. 

ADDITIONAL READING 

Cornish, Edward. "The Uses of the Future" in The Study of the 
Future: An Introduction to the Art and Science of Understan
ding and Shaping Tomorrow's World. World Future society, 
Washington, D.C., 1980. pp 217 - 224. 

Zannes, Estelle. "systems of Logic" in communication: The 
wideninq circle. Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, London, 
Menlo Park, 1982. pp. 134 - 138 . 
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Questions of Analysis 

Suppose a group believes that they have a problem to solve. 

The following are some reasonable questions to consider: 

Nature of the problem: 

What is the problem? State the problem in simple terms. 

How do we know there is a problem? Who has observed it? How 
reliable is the information? What is the motivation of the 
individual who observed the problem? 

What are the current effects of the problem? 
effects major concerns or minor concerns? Is 
problem that warrants group action? 

Are these 
this a serious 

Who is most affected by the problem? Have others been af
fected by this problem? 

What is the current status of the problem? Has the problem 
been solved already? Have the effects stopped, or are they 
ongoing? 

will there be a problem in the future? Even if there do not 
appear to be negative effects right now, could the problem 
erupt again later? 

What are the causes of the problem? Are we certain that we 
know the causes? 

Do we need more information? Who should be assigned to find 
out more about the problem? 

About the credibility of the information: 

How was the information gathered? Who gathered it? Is the 
source reliable? 

Are there other sources for this information? Have the other 
sources been asked? could they confirm the information? 

Does the source have any other motivation for presenting this 
information? Is the source knowledgeable and experienced with 
this type of information? 
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Does the information actually apply to the situation? Does 
the information actually support the proposed cause and 
effect? 

How recent is this information? Does it still apply now? 

Solving the problem: 

Are there any special criteria to use in developing solu
tions? 

What are all the possible solutions to the problem? (The 
individual or group should try to list all possible solutions 
without detailed evaluation.) 

General criteria for evaluating the solutions: 

What will be the consequences of the proposed solution? 

Are there any unintended consequences that could cause new 
problems? 

To what extent will the solution address the original problem? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of each proposal? 

Can the proposals/solutions be merged in some way? 

What steps would have to be taken to implement the solution? 

What is the cost of implementing the solution? 

Is the solution within the capabilities of the group? 

How will success be measured? 

GROUP EXERCISE #1: LEARNING AND EXPERIENCE 

Divide the group into two subgroups, one to consider formal 
learning, the other to consider informal learning (experi
ence). Each group should prepare a list of things that a 
leader in their community should know. with regard to formal 
learning, set priorities for study of subjects and materials 
to read. With informal experience, make a list of practical 
experiences that would be useful, such as travel, professional 
experience, volunteer work, etc. 
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GROUP EXERCISE #2: CAUSE AND EFFECT 

Divide the group into three subgroups. Each subgroup is 
presented with a set of events and dates upon which they 
occurred. The subgroup must list every possible relationship 
among the events. Then, the group should scale the proba
bility of causality on a scale of one to ten, one meaning "no 
possible causal relationship" and ten meaning "proven causal 
relationship." Each subgroup will then present their findings 
to the entire group for discussion. The larger group will 
attempt to detect fallacies in causal reasoning. 

GROUP EXERCISE #3: SPECIAL QUESTIONS FOR ANALYSIS 

The questions listed thus far are generic, that is, they apply 
to all situations. The group should now expand on that list 
to include questions that are pertinent to their own country, 
culture, or community. 

GROUP EXERCISE #4: PROBLEM CREATION 

One member of the group is appointed chair of the group. The 
chair then asks group members in turn questions from the 
analysis list. Each member may answer imaginatively any way 
they choose so long as it is consistent with the information 
given by previous answers. In this way, the group completes a 
composite problem for discussion. Then, the chairman presents 
an analysis of the problem to be presented to the group. The 
group then discusses the analysis. 

GROUP EXERCISE #5: CASE STUDIES IN PROBLEM ANALYSIS 

The group is divided ·into three subgroups. Each group is 
given a problem described on one page. Some information is 
there but not all information is available. The group members 
assess the problem based only on what they are given. They 
may speculate, but all speculation must be so-labeled with 
various options listed. Then, the subgroup should present an 
analysis of what they have determined, what needs to be 
determined, and a list of tasks to find out the information 
needed to make a decision . 
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unit III: social Skills 

The skills of interaction with other people that encourage produc-

tive functioning of the group. 

A skilled leader develops an understanding of how people 

function as individuals and in groups. Group social skills facili

. tate ·decision making, completing tasks; and maintaining group 

solidarity. 

A leader knows that people have both strengths and weak-

... nesses. Although they may be prejudiced, envious, emotional, and 

selfish, people also can be caring, understanding, tolerant, and 

... 

cooperative. The good leader brings out the best qualities in 

people and discourages anti-social behavior. An autocratic leader 

may exploit negative tendencies to his own advantage. 

How does an effective democratic leader promote positive 

tendencies? A skilled leader understands the fundamental prin-

ciple that most people are driven by a desire to protect their own 

sense of confidence and well-being -- their ego. If a leader can 

help protect the egos of group members, he can promote good com

munication and cooperation within the group. If a group member 

feels under attack or loses face, then he or she becomes defensive, 

communication is disrupted, and group harmony erodes. 
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To assist the group, the leader uses the following skills to 

reduce defensiveness and build a supportive environment for group 

cooperation: 

* sensitive to the feelings of individuals. A skilled leader 

looks carefully for signs of how people feel -- he or she learns to 

"read" nonverbal behavior. Because the leader is "caring" (as 

discussed in unit I), he or she cares about the feelings of indi

viduals in the group. 

* sensitive to group interaction. certain individuals do not 

work well together while others may have a natural affinity for 

each other. These tendencies can lead to group tension and con

flict. A skilled leader takes note of how members of the group 

relate with each other and takes this into account in assigning 

tasks and resolving disputes. 

* Protects individuals from losing face. Individuals fear 

embarrassment before the group. The leader makes every effort to 

help individuals "save face." For example, an individual should 

never be the victim of a crude remark, an unfair characterization 

(even in jest), or disparagement of his or her abilities. Discus

sion should be about issues and ideas, not about personalities. If 

an individual is the target of disparagement, the leader should 
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speak up for the individual and return discussion to the matter at 

hand. 

* Shares responsibility for failure. No individual should be 

forced to accept total responsibility for group failure. The 

leader should "let the individual off the hook" by shouldering 

responsibility so that the individual does not suffer embarrass

ment. 

* Gives credit for success. The leader should give credit for 

success to those responsible and take little credit himself. The 

leader should also credit the group for its ability to work toge

ther, thus underscoring the value of group cohesiveness. 

* Protects the rights of individuals. The leader is the main 

guardian of individual rights. Twin pillars of democratic thought 

hold equal importance to majority rule and minority rights. The 

group leader protects those rights even when the majority is 

willing to violate them. For example, the leader ensures that each 

group member has the opportunity to speak his or her mind on an 

issue without interruption or ridicule. 

* Encourages participation by all members of the group. Some 

people are more outgoing than others. While some people may have 

... important contributions to make, they may be shy about speaking 
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before a lot of people. The leader encourages such people to 

contribute to the discussion and to the planning. For example, 

individuals skilled in analysis may have trouble c:ommunicating 

effectively. A skilled leader brings out analysis through specific 

questions and encouragement. 

* Consults with members of the group. Consultation is a step 

beyond encouraging comment. A good leader builds support for 

action by seeking the private counsel of others in the group. This 

is not done just as a courtesy; it is a sincere means of seeking 

the best thinking about how to handle situations and solve pro

blems. A good leader is also a good listener . 

* Resolves interpersonal conflict. The leader is trained to 

resolve conflicts among members of the group. Conflict is inevi

table in any group; a skilled leader resolves conflicts in ways 

that build consensus for action. Review the material on conflict 

resolution and defensive/supportive communications . 
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ADDITIONAL READING: 

Gibb, Jack R. "Defensive Communication" in Speech Communication 
Readings. Malcolm McAvoy, ed. Kendall/Hunt Publishing 
Company, Dubuque, Iowa, 1983. pp. 101 - 106. 

Koehler, Jerry W., Anatol, Karl W. E., and Applebaum, Ronald L. 
"Conflict and Communication" in Organizational communication: 
Behavioral Perspectives. Second edition. Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, New York, London, 1981. pp. 303 - 320. 

Rogers, Carl R. "Dealing with Breakdowns -- Interpersonal and 
Intergroup" in Speech Communication Readings. Malcolm McAvoy, 
ed. Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company, Dubuque, Iowa, 1983. 
pp. 101 - 106. 

GROUP EXERCISE #1: LANGUAGE OF SOCIAL INTERACTION 

Consider all of the skills except conflict resolution. Have 
the group develop specific language that illustrates the 
skill. Then, appoint a leader. Have the group experiment 
with problems that the leader must address using the new 
language. For example, if someone makes a comment, another 
member says, "That was a stupid thing to say!" The leader 
would remind the group that it is bad form to characterize 
discussion in that way and ask additional questions to find 
out more about the meaning of the comment. 

GROUP EXERCISE #2: INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION BREAKDOWN 

The seminar leader presents a situation in which two group 
members disagree on an issue to the point of rudeness and 
anger. The two individuals then use the Carl Rogers tech
nique to seek understanding of each other's point of'view. 

GROUP EXERCISE #3: CONFLICT RESOLUTION 

The group is broken into three subgroups to evaluate three 
case studies of group conflict. The subgroup develops a 
specific plan to resolve the conflict using the ideas in the 
reading. Each plan is discussed by the entire group. 
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unit IV: organizational Skills 

The ability to lead groups to consensus, to set specific goals, to 

identify and organize tasks, to create systems to accomplish tasks, 

and to assign individuals to take responsible action. 

Because a group leader understands how organizations work 

~ffectively, he or she is prepared to manage the functions of the 

operation through the exercise of organizational skills. These 

skills are useful in two ways: making decisions and implementing 

decisions . 

The primary decision-making skill is in conducting meetings in 

a methodical manner that allows all participants the proper oppor

tunities to communicate while moving toward the best decision 

within a reasonable time. Implementing decisions requires special 

organizational skills which will be discussed in more detail. 

Leading the group to a decision 

This section is devoted to the role of the leader as chair of 

a group. We have already considered the personal and social 

aspects of group decision-making; now we will discuss the actual 

mechanics of the process . 
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It is important for the leader to differentiate between goals 

and means to achieve the goal. If the leader achieves agreement on 

the goal, then the group is more likely to cooperate on whatever 

means are chosen to achieve the goal. 

It is best if the entire group can agree on a course of 

action. This is called "reaching a consensus," achieved through 

discussion and compromise. However, a consensus is not always 

possible; and, the larger the group, the less likely that a solu

tion wi'll be found which is acceptable to all. In such cases, a 

vote is taken. However, when discussion has been fair and com

plete, it is more likely that everyone will support the winning 

decision in the interests of cooperation toward a common goal. 

Generally speaking, there are two types of procedure to use in 

group decision-making: formal rules of order and informal agree

ment by consensus. There are two important factors to consider in 

determining what kind of mechanics to use: size of the group and 

nature of the group. The leader decides which procedure to use 

based on the following criteria: 

* How large is the group? Small groups of less than fifteen can 

normally arrive at decisions without formal procedures because 

a' small number of people will have ample opportunity to be 

heard. The number is also small enough that consensus is 
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likely on both goals and solutions. A vote may still be 

necessary to make a final decision, but the group often may 

arrive at solutions through common agreement. Groups larger 

than fifteen will need to use more formal procedures in order 

to conduct business, but procedure is still dependent on the 

nature and purpose of the group. 

* Is the group official or informal? Official groups are those 

that are elected by others to represent them, that are 

formally chartered or incorporated, or whose decisions carry 

legal weight. Informal groups may be informal groups of 

friends, advisory committees, unofficial clubs, ad-hoc task 

forces, and business groups whose workings are not open to the 

general public. Informal groups may use whatever method they 

choose to arrive at decisions, but official groups, regardless 

of size, must use proper procedure so that their decisions may 

be recorded and reviewed by others with an interest in the 

organization. 

Informal procedures 

Informal group decision-making is characterized by free

ranging discussion that uses less structured procedure. However, 

the leader as chair must still keep the group focused on the task 

of exploring a problem, developing goals, and deciding on a solu-
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tion. The leader uses the personal, social, and analytical skills 

discussed in the earlier units. The chair encourages full discus

sion by asking questions and encouraging full participation by all 

group members. 

The leader chairs the group and guides their progress by 

clearly stating the problem, the goals, and the ultimate solution 

in terms that everyone agrees with. 

EXAMPLE: suppose a group of six people work in a print shop. 

They are concerned because there are recurring errors in their 

printing which require them to reprint a lot of materials. The 

supervisor of the shop functions as the leader and chair. After 

some discussion, the leader may say, "Are we agreed then that we 

have a problem with too many mistakes? (problem)" After additional 

discussion, the leader may say, "We made eight mistakes last month. 

We know it may be impossible to completely eliminate all mistakes, 

but do you think we can reduce our mistakes by half? (goal) If so, 

how can we achieve that?" Members of the group propose a number of 

solutions, and these are discussed by all. When it seems that the 

group has considered the proposals and is near consensus, the 

leader may say, "Suppose we try this: John and Mary will be 

responsible for proofreading all materials before they are printed. 

By having everything reviewed by two different people, we should 

reduce mistakes (consensus solution) Does everyone agree with this 
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approach?" If everyone is still not agreed, further discussion may 

be necessary. However, if more discussion fails to achieve com

plete consensus, the leader may say something like this, "Well, it 

seems that we are agreed on a goal, and most of us agree that we 

should try having two proofreaders. I hope all of you will help us 

work with that solution to see if things improve." 

Formal procedures 

Formal procedures are required when a group must keep official 

records and when a group is large. Formal procedure ensures that 

the rights of everyone are respected. Formal procedure is neces

sary in a large group to facilitate discussion and the swift 

conduct of business because procedure ensures an orderly progres

sion from item to item on the agenda. It reduces unrelated discus

sion and eliminates items that are "out of order" -- that is, not 

in keeping with purposes of the organization. In short, large 

groups use formal procedures to save time and energy. 

As part of their formation, groups decide on what rules of 

order they will use to conduct business. Groups commonly use 

variations on principles of "parliamentary law" and "Robert's Rules 

of Order." For a brief discussion of such rules, review the 

reading by Estelle Zannes . 
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steps in the decision-making process 

The decision-making process is dependent on the quality of the 

information and the ability of group members to analyze the infor

mation. For more discussion, review the section on analytical 

skills. Assuming that information and analysis has been completed, 

the decision-making process includes the following steps: 

1. Define the problem: limits, effects, severity; 

2. Analyze the problem: causes, future effects, relation

ship to group; 

3. 

4. 

Develop criteria to use to evaluate potential solutions; 

List all possible solutions; use brainstorming techniques 

to get as many suggestions as possible; 

5. Evaluate solutions using the established criteria; 

6. Select best solution or combination of solutions; 

7. Implement the solution: objectives, tasks, assignments, 

costs, deadlines, budget. 
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Implementing decisions 

After the group has decided on the solution to a problem and 

has determined exactly what the overall goal is, the leader guides 

the group in achieving the goal by specifying interim objectives. 

The goal must include a specific definition of success and how it 

is to be measured. He or she must have a clear picture -- a road 

map -- of the steps that must be taken to do what must be done. 

The leader must determine the following: 

* Interim objectives leading to the overall goal; 

* The exact tasks which must be completed to achieve the interim 

objectives; 

* The priority order of importance of the tasks; 

* The chronological order in which the tasks mllst be performed; 

* The length of time to perform each task and the appropriate 

deadlines; 

* The individuals who have the proper skills to accomplish 

specific tasks; 
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* The individuals who can take responsibility to oversee perfor

mance. 

Using these determinations, the leader prepares a complete plan of 

activities that includes: objectives, tasks, assignments, dead

lines, costs, and budget. 

Preparation of a complete work plan is a crucial respon

sibility of the leader. Clearly, it requires knowledge, experi

ence, and sound judgment. The leader will also use the input from 

other group members. After the work plan is under way, the leader 

must monitor activities for the achievement of interim goals. 

Building Teamwork 

The leader is also responsible for motivating individual group 

members and for building a spirit of team work within the group as 

a whole. This is accomplished through close observation and 

encouragement. The skill to build enthusiasm for a task is related 

to the social and personal skills discussed in earlier segments . 
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Organizational Skills 

There are a number of related skills that improve a leader's 

effectiveness in organizing a group for decisive action: 

* organized thought and action. The leader organizes his or her 

own thinking in a systematic way and guides the group in a similar 

systematic way. 

* Time management. The leader manages his or her own time 

effectively and avoids wasting the time of others with trivial mat

ters . 

* Focused, keeps group on track. The leader avoids distrac

tions that waste time and cloud the decision-making process. The 

leader avoids assigning or performing tasks that do not contribute 

to the goals of group. 

* Knows what information is necessary before one proceeds. The 

leader uses analytical skills to seek information. Likewise, the 

leader postpones action until all necessary information has been 

gathered. 

* Sets priorities. The leader sets priorities by evaluation the 

relative importance of interim goals and tasks. He or she knows 
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which tasks are crucial to success and which tasks are secondary to 

success. 

* Good judge of capabilities. An effective leader is a good 

judge of character and ability -- both of other people and of his 

or her own abilities and limitations. In assigning tasks and 

responsibilities, the leader must be able to accurately evaluate 

the capabilities and talents of other people. Achieving the 

overall goal may depend on having the right people in the right 

jobs and in having responsible middle-level individuals to super

vise work toward the interim goals. 

* Believes in the collective wisdom of group. The effective 

leader believes that many heads with many ideas will arrive at 

better decisions that one individual working alone. Even when a 

course of action seems obvious, it is vital that the leader build 

consensus for action through the exercise of the democratic group 

decision-making process. The democratic leader does not impose his 

own will. He or she is dedicated to achieving group goals with 

group consent. 

* Motivates others. The leader knows the interpersonal skill of 

motivating other people to complete a task with enthusiasm. This 

skill is critical to building teamwork. 
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ADDITIONAL READING: 

Barker, Larry L. "Problem Solving through Group Discussion" in 
communication. Fourth Edition. Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1987. pp. 175 - 183. 

Koehler, Jerry W., Anatol, Karl W. E., and Applebaum, Ronald L. 
"Decision Making: Process and strategy" in organizational 
communication: Behavioral Perspectives. Second edition. 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, London, 1981. pp. 276 - 281. 

Zannes, Estelle. "The Anatomy of a Formal Group" in Communication: 
The Widening Circle. Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 
London, Menlo Park, 1982. pp. 90 - 99. 

GROUP EXERCISE #1: DECISION MAKING IN AN INFORMAL GROUP 

The entire group is given a description of a problem. Seminar 
leaders appoint a chair of the group for this exercise. Using the 
step-by-step process for informal groups, members discuss the 
problem using the new skills and determine a solution. 

GROUP EXERCISE #2: DECISION MAKING IN A FORMAL GROUP 

The entire group is given a description of a problem. Seminar 
leaders appoint a chair for this exercise. Using the formal 
procedures described in the Zannes' reading, members arrive at a 
decisions using formal rules of procedure. 

GROUP EXERCISE #3: 

The group is broken 
prepare a work plan 
Exercise #1 or #2. 
with an explanation 

IMPLEMENTING THE SOLUTION 

into smaller subgroups, each of which then 
to implement the solution determined in either 
Each subgroup presents the oui:line of its plan 
of their priorities. 
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UNIT V: COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS 

The skills to articulate ideas and emotions accurately, to persuade 

others to work toward group goals, and to build group support for 

action. 

The simple definition of Communication is that it is the 

transmission of thoughts and feelings from one human being to 

others. However, modern communication is a complex set of acti

vities that include: 

* Interpersonal communication: one person to another; 

* Public speaking: one person speaking to an assembled group; 

* Small-group communication: the complex set of messages 

transmitted within a group of people; 

* Mass media communication: messages transmitted through a 

medium to thousands of people, such as with newspapers, books, 

radio, and television. 

The first four sections on leadership skills have already discussed 

• effective communication, especially as it relates to interpersonal 
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and small-group. This section will deal with the fundamentals of 

all communication and specifically with the principles of effective 

public speaking and mass media communication. 

Fundamental concepts 

* It is impossible to not communicate. Humans are always 

communicating. Silence sends a powerful message. We send messages 

even when we do not intend to communicate. 

* Everything we do or say may communicate. It has been said 

that actions speak louder than words. Communication is a complex 

process in which individuals "read" more than words; they read your 

body language, the tone of voice, your clothing; even the setting 

affects communication. In fact, everything about us has the poten

tial to communicate. 

* Messages are never received exactly the way they are intended. 

Messages are composed of symbols which represent what we think. 

Since the symbol can never completely capture the thought, then it 

is impossible to convey every nuance of our thoughts and feelings. 

There are many ways in which messages may be misunderstood and 

communication may suffer a breakdown . 
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* It is your responsibility to make sure that your message was 

understood as you intended. Each individual communicator must take 

great care that his or her message has been perceived accurately. 

This is done through "reading" feedback, including words, body 

language, and vocal cues. It may also be done by politely asking 

the receiver if you are communicating effectively. 

The communication process 

Review the model of communication for an understanding of the 

process. The following are key components of the process: 

* communicators. Individuals who are communicating. 

* Encode/Decode. The process of putting words into symbols; the 

process of taking meaning from symbols. 

* Message. Set of symbols that comprise an intended meaning. 

* Feedback. A type of message, response to another message. 

* Channels. The five senses (sight, hearing, smell, taste, 

touch) through which humans receive information from their environ

ment and from other humans. This also includes media such as 

television and radio. 
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* Noise. Distractions that prevent symbols from being received. 

This may mean literal (aural) noise; it also may include any 

distraction such as a headache, a personal problem, flickering 

light, discomfort, etc. 

* Frame of reference. Everything that an individual uses to 

understand messages: knowledge, language, experience, culture, 

family, environment, and health. 

* Verbal symbols. Symbols in the form of words that represent 

things, thoughts, and emotions . 

* Nonverbal symbols. All symbols except words: touch, tone, 

gesture, smell, taste, facial expression, etc. 

* Denotative meaning. The defined (dictionary) meaning of a 

symbol that most speakers of a language agree on. 

* connotative meaning. The emotions and experiences associated 

with a symbol. For example, most people would agree on the denota

tive meaning for "cat," but they might have very different connota

tive associations with "cat." connotative associations provide 

nuances to language and communication . 
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* Concrete symbols. Symbols that correspond with things that 

humans can touch, see, hear, taste, or smell; such as "dog," 

"table," "truck," "moon," "pencil," or "apple." 

* Abstract symbols. Symbols for things that do not have physi

cal existence but exist in the minds of humans: "love," "democra

tic," "effective," "melancholy," or "time." 

Group leadership communication 

The leader should develop the following communication skills 

when serving a chair of a group: 

* Articulate. The leader can express ideas and thoughts ac

curately and simply without being verbose (talking too much). 

* Can restate others' ideas accurately. This relates to the 

skill of listening and synthesizing what is heard. The leader 

should be able to summarize and communicate the thoughts of one 

group member to all members. 

* Speaks conditionally about proposals and judgments. The 

leader should be able to present all proposals in language that 

reminds group members that proposals are not final until agreed 

~ upon by the entire group. 
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* Keeps critical comments focused on issues. not personalities. 

The leader helps prevent interpersonal conflict by keeping discus

sion focused on issues rather than messages that are disparaging of 

a group member personally. 

* Guides discussion. The leader guides discusE;ion, keeps the 

group focused on the issue being discussed, and encourages all 

members to communicate effectively. The leader is a facilitator of 

good communication. 

* Open to ideas. The leader always conveys the attitude that he 

or she is open to ideas from all members. The leader sets an 

example for the group that he or she is open to whatever ideas will 

help the group make decisions. 

* Builds support for ideas and courses of action. Once a 

decision has been made, the leader develops group cooperation to 

accomplish. objectives. 

* Resolves conflict. The leader identifies conflicts among 

group members and strives to resolve conflicts in constructive 

ways . 
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Public speaking 

Public speaking is a skill that leaders develop in order to 

communicate thoughts to large numbers of people. Public communica-

tion may have many purposes: to inform, to persuade, to excite to 

action, to bring groups together, to introduce another person, to 

inspire. Please study the reading by David Ralph for an overview 

of public speaking. 

Mass Communication 

Mass communication is a critical feature of democratic 

society. There are numerous issues associated with mass communica-

tion that are explored in the readings. 

ADDITIONAL READING 

Barker, Larry L. "Developing and Organizing the Message" in 
communication. Fourth Edition. Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1987. pp. 293 - 320. 

Ralph, David C., "Public Speaking" in Human Communication: Prin
ciples, contexts, and Skills, Book, Cassandra L, editor. st. 
Martin's Press, New York, 1980. pp. 251 - 259 . 
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(,I{ likrt!', far~1 ca.elcc.lor;ltul sa s(ie ., "C~i"'~)'I~~:':~:"~~!; 
", !utea,:..,ide'cc.'Oira7ii (suhl..' s '", /AsPec1'de IFES; in antiul imaginii Dr::Juliana , , 

· Dr. J. G. P.). Dc ac~c., sinlem ;uc,i, ' Ju'~ruri pct::Uc'le vcde1.1l.ln nici Dr: J: G ... P.: Stili, e I' Tntrcbare ' '<ct=a (£ f:I~cni;::~ ·.ne··, "c.!·iu·[c, iOata 
: °Re.p.: C~ ~ctjunj a'i.d",:.;(~urni, 3n.' . ,".un C;17.! Noi.:InlotdcaulJa, om 1'0.'>1:.'- ·,jificH.l. Pcotru' ca J.S.a 'co'a np:sc .Illo)~. sa lucn:z.e·jmpreuD5~ iar noi": 

"h."nOr; in. ROl1ljnia·~i ~c prcoonizaci . "clnd: ,:' sinccnsj' ilmspus: Vile; :l$tC'asln'r Ju- '- hnrcab£! dir~'" ~u .anl irUpresia en ,din' punet de \·cd~r(··.fjloso.fic;, 3)j 
's:. f:.tccti in cominuan: 'J. .... ". '. spunem;: '.- cnlli bunc. aseea nu slnt!,Doica vn:ti:', U\ajoiiw[ca sint in opozitic. i\ rosl pinca ~purte- crcdeJnci fiint.l unlitn:J 

'or, J. G. P.: Ani a\"ut mai nttrJte . di am prefC'r.ls:i fic.'.,;· . taccti mai,binc:tn Ilricec:J.~ c,.cdc:a 0 do:!mna care :IY: de f;]·,FSN. dar ~Me nu numai:coruptibila; ci: mai 
x,tiviJ.j{i in Rom;iuia.)n priruul rind, c~· ou ·c. nUmli. picferinta noo~trJ::' • toata JUlnca lsi dfl seam.:t (:fl SirUc:.ol ceed ca eI-:l Singu a. N·:tS pUla spline alcs, c!tsc pOOle inllta. POaJ:e C~'o(ua.. 

. :'1m rOoSt :tki. ca obscrv~i<!ri:la ale·- £?aca; din punet d~ ve-.(Jere obicctiv·. ,; sjnt::cri. V((,1I1 sl ajuUun", . -:: .'. . c,\ am facut un 8nllal_Nu c:J.nu ne' . ::-1:·'.·.. ..... • 
.. , gcrilc~i.n 1990. am t~lniStlOU;j c;:cb.i. de piJd.:l. slnt nnumite Jipsuri in ale-- ':'. Rcp.:·Care cste :-;pcctru! politic,,!LI imerescaz5. d~lt JU :lceSI ~pecl cSle ' '. 

PC,;:tcum cUeva 'P;IlI.o· ah~'cchipa ·"gcri9 nt?inuYrcmnumo:ii5:tfimpric-· par(icipanti(or fa. sintpt);f.ionul, de iItlJ,OI1::.nL·.S:"a 7.:::em·ca·:a·.lu ca:un ." I '.. .' 
cne su dClcnni.nt! c::.re slnt. ncvoilc, ·[cni.:;i s:.'t hcem Ilnn',ai anumite lu·' :-, rata'? Cart)f cuiol'i polilicc crcdeti ca Jm ..... ·l'I1I:I; I'~I~ d .. ·t) ('nlll:lrr ~III ;lltJ. a cant-ernl';')!. 
atiminislJ'acive .pcntJll .aIc:::.:ri. Am, '. crnrj si':;,;') nil spuncna niluk (lcs(1rc . 'apm1inci': '111,,'11":1111 ,'0;1,- ..... , ; ,,"' .. , ... _ '.' .. ;....... "":h .. , .... I~ , ~~'.' ".-
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. V'.J,.;.I.<;C U'!~:'l£'~ Ie ~:tU"-t';t. ;.,ef"5- I.: 

- to:-.. T~-':::i";::-t1iC:;=i::~,··::=·.-~·~·p~~r(!~o-;·-:
~~I)\t· !"It! ilflt:"...,·t:,nt ~ntr'l rio:
.rlnr"'~~ ~l;,1e(:I;(",re'1 

·:'.dor:u:ui:,"';:'·. ell: . . 
;::[.'l;l,~,"i;c:'Pi1' '."""",:e€., 
:.>re·,: ·Orlc!:rc.r. 
k;'rfn!!\1:'~:.capl1:.· I· .. 
·:do\i('rle~ .. c5 exl'itenta ,',,,,:,'. J1"'r~,,:,r'("~~,:11 
~::port';ld.·'H~eC:ti\'e~ normal. 
":j~C"t·tl.1 .. . in inul 

. ..~ , .... 
, ". :" : ~. 

". 

mOEe 
SI • 

P"'1l.'u ." dou~ O:Ir.:'i 
c:,"l'IU,lt in Franta 

. f\',uhrie p:-ivil\d tr:lt.Uul· 
.;nu'· iI d('il!\~{'$fc pe. eel ,ti,o""",· .• 

, ~u1~ f:Jt;\ de 48.1;] $UI3. info"",c;,Zi'l 
S'~, Son'd[ljul. intrcprins de 
tamir.:th:l .. Le· Point- cvid('nli~ta 
nllll~urilor 1IC';illive, eu Un pund . 
C-t\rUi rC';tult:lle- ;>JU lost d31c 
IPSO!! rl1lc\'i ins~ fl 0 r.Ua 
EJ.ft il)~t dcrlu;)1 101 :n $1 
1i(l'\.J1 de J ov~ pC'r:'oau(", 

l)~pil1de de cei il\d(>d~i ce 
l~ . 

P.Cl4 

~:. : 

. ',. '. 

.:: ... .: . 
. ", .. - '-" .. 
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.•••• (1,' l.:':ltc."le P~'o!'1..':.l!7'1 

l .... 'JCc.,,:c E.;.' \"". :-.J' I c~a l-:,.:".t~t"\~ 
Q:.:;r,t~l. \';t.(.! C',",'':!.,l .• ';1"',.;:". 
Pit:;.::" :,311):., t:'t::I;~'!')I,_i-:U! .':~" 
!'!lIU H4P:oa:",lJ. C-':1>I<ltOe: . f.;.L.
l"(f::';U, C:" pr~:~¢(HI !';!{:!Jl.a.!,.~j. 
Unucv; .. t'\! Nl~)t.t:'UJ·,· Sttht.-n 
1.1_~:"I(lt'i~C·.l. I:d:~I~ ch:"l .';:i! .. M. "'~. 
a::-r:-tltru intUa" Oli1'4 •. UU:":C'~l.a 
(Urt.::.nH ,\'cmlil din \lnuturl 1(, .. 
co.Iite 0& ro:nar.!', Oi.'1: llf.:l.ftUlbta~' 
l}uco'tirl-1. Bulrati~. h:gv:.ola\jG, 
.tjn~i.Tilll. 'DQ01£,,1He Qbord3.tQ 'cu 
Cl.c(::;t prll~j , tint· dlnlN' cela; 
mtJ diven-e'! .J!H:.r;j,tlJr~. rnu:l .. ,, 
d..' mC!<!idnA. ·t<:olotie. mu'.!eiJl.')1',' 
,II!, clnemat('grafil!. Pro\"I:"'JClalA' 
(:A a({iZiire.·lo(!alitatea.'·~V.il~nll 
d'e' 1\~I~1'lte eSIQ ta.t~. ,Un nou., 
&i.':"il dovE:dea$ca " ',;ehmvde uOo 
c6.pitAli' , c::s1h'a.ll ,a.,', 5pi.ritl,1311.;.' 
tAtl1 nout.te. ",,(l,'lOl'iIi AnloQ.!l!s,:u) 

,,~, • ,. ,'~w',: '~t,,··· 
.~.' 

V ': .. CRUll rbji1tu ',. '"': '~: 
,tNTII,EI'RrSf>E81LE ", ';: 
, "hue!., ',:, ' 

, . \' 

" Prln .Hotlrire jjuvttn.:ro~n .. ' 
tali. " 1(15t in!iin:~U ,Fund'\~ja 
Ct;ntrul; .Rosr;im . pt=n:rU ,: ,1n!r~ ... , 
prinderi Mi(:1 '~l MljlP.$U.: p~r."" 
c()a.!1A jurid~ci. ep¢.uicB, neg\} .. , 
'\"Qrn"mE.nt[ila. _ora "COO luc:-~ ... 
tLv., C\J fitdiul" tn llu~urE:~tl. 0 .. , 
bluclivul ;.:-inc\paJ ,d~clatet: ~ . 
fllr.d.e.th.l'· f?stG. de' ..i, • promo\'a;, 
'IttrnUjQ ~l .c:oc.rdiJn~ .Du!Jtk .... 00 

~ r..Cl ... ~1t..csce ~ It:.::tQru!ui de lr; .. 
trepri!"lde.ri TIliCi' (or mlJLO~p'. 
DeH ··Ut .cons1der4. . ; • ...:poIipc:.l· ,!t1: 
t'I ecu ". f.i:r nam ~n t .• l~ '!, .n ,qua :1 un ~ ~ ... 
tie 'srll: ~:.i.gur.le che-]tur"Ult' o.e 
h~lretlntre· ~f funqionar.e.·, In' 
.i.Un.i de 20 tu!ltoZlttl,! 'Jtl A:,YJ.uaL 
din' bcgelul St.!:t'eta'ritlt\lh,i Ge~ 
't:ler.al ill Gu.vur,ulu.l. J.t:diU tlUS 
14 diSpO"lith.:' c!e at~$'~':" t"r 
m<ernb:)1 <.:eh.:l 'cill.t.ii ~1~tiilir . .I"r1e 
a.drninistraHe' '"or Ii nlJ:ni;l . de' 
t:-rimu1 ml:'1~stTu • .s.ur~"'! bl!~e i:l.; 
tormite ~lIrm~ col ;)l c:d~ 01.' 
\.:rmi lsi va gast U'I Joe Cf. 
rn"IJnc~ Ja :l.c;e~~1a [un6.,\le ~l Ql 
,Adria.'1. S",nrir., ~ctUil:U! <:on~ 
c!ucJ.w:- ~t Agt-tltiei Kattonalt 
c:. f'tlv ... Uuu. (A.!\I. P.t~.t:::~s). 

elms D£ &Dl.JcAl1£ en'leA 
i 

F\:.r.c::ttla ~r.lI:rl'i!~~, v.::n1rlJ 
'i';'tr;'J.E: Ele,;:to(.a.le ('I',aoiz~i:&..;:a 

.J:,\ !>-erio"~:10 :;.1 i:~t. .... .at - 6 $':p. 
tfl.rubrie hi B:J~u:-~~ti cn curs 
~t (tdut~~:e C;l\'kiii Ii. care pi\r-' 
:ticjp~ fI') cie rf::~.!:!zt!Hanti 'ai 
i,"'J.'·Hnch:i ~i fOml6.\h..:,:-:.ilor. P:O'". 
~:~!t"1! ,~l ::-.1 cO! lilJUI £!n';:::;all 
re-p:-e:er:.t;n 1 C1';:::.LR·u! ~1 ,hi'" 
\i .. (t.:. Hit.ilrlt). 

'. Colcn-.t;ul de P(IUtio! SI(llan 
FlcIH .•• d\.> Jil t~fviclut Ci~cl!ll':' 
tIt ..it P(·Htiu nlun!;tp"iI..lJui r:.m: 
VJ,h,f:A I..:~~t .a1"t~,\.ot Ie. •. rlj)~e!"oJl 
"aU Pe.;~"'l %~ j~d(.;i la Ttib> 

',h .. ;ul l\HII, ... ~ •• ,.~ .. ~ ... : - ., . 

, " .~~." 2:'l.r.'I'..lJ:it ~I (.)!. • 

:t'\V'1" r.u~ Of!'r.~t'.l t.u 
1" C~-;'l". t" ~tp!~rr::e: ~ 
(.,~, .!:iJ1J~'1 in ,pi:.'!"1 ruah 
~';'"t!('I1)..s h' lot. tehtl d. 
:t1Oltiur.l ~l tl'wtrteli d 
r:e:a:'u ,. .Ie fmt)':J~.ltl m; 
d~r '~i' mill rI~pid " 

Tevdor Geol ge.s.cu ua. 
tor' al DtrQcr1c:l· OPtTl\ 
Tchnice: ~I Vf'rmciri Emt 
cr-drut Regic:i J\u\onome 
leriilol" ~i J.'>ronO:$ticutHor 
,1"0 IRAtI'S), In '«~',ti 
tHe ~H" 7.:is co} ar it· tnc! 
lit ,,~ Qbtifli CI$.tlgI:ITi. f 
({rod pronosUcuril't unor t; 
rie pronosPQrt .. Fentru a. 
b~:1uit Ind, dlr(!C:tcrul a' ~ 
mit 'buleUnele ~ronO$pOr1 
numele. unot' prit\~nl de- 1 
lie ;i 111 $oa,-;rei u.le •. Sl, 
tru d poate ... p:'rea: ~n~rc 
ca't.Q(:m;':i ,dlrcctoful. s.6 'e 
P'I!I de. astme~ea ta~surt. 
tncerCb. d. dQscri(m' po , 
tum t)roceca. rololindu. .. n~ 
.dOtument£le • care ruUlt! 
. urma .e(estul scandalo$ ell 

1 

Pcntru a hlsiJica. tnft~ C 

1 

1 

1 

. bult;tlr:c-le. 'T.C. Jt-a ~ompl( 
Pe. ,\I&risntt'; s\tn1)Ie:. MQ10rita 
18 '·\1a.rl~ntt1 10 r:eoetalA cu p 
I"IO~Ut'u.ri de' l' 4l X' J)e ·1()' 
c:olo&nQ de .'U(· pln~. joa:.astf 
<:~ \Jlt~t'tOt. 10 tunc-tit': d" ',r 
:l:Ult6h:le m(:cturtlol' 101 Hlodlri 
~irr .. J In'lit(:t'3 X 6AU ti1r4 
Citra, 1 'I.\"na ,nj~ d,.O' t~l 
prteum· f'I lint«· abUc! Ptntl 
4' 0 traru(ormll mll." \1$Ot., Pro 
ti'ttnd l ~e ··ntat.~ri\ia ,t ~nttdl. 
in\& perso~nelQr .:eal'"o. 'ta,tea 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

': 

1 

1 
" ' , 
" I 

Noiembri: 1 

si mt , 
e;h& crC!.$t. tub '<rica ,-u;::>rll"\'"e .. 
ghere. 

Ce , .... frn.lmp~t 1.1l IS noiam .. 
hie Jgei \:n")re Ii s:,' pArul (\ 
:Jmptl thrta:rl~$ t!rAneescl, 0 
izbucrli:-e t:1;o!erie:! Cto dU(:f! Is 
del·~~:.tlr?' t()~culul. rnoli!$u", 

'ru" .. 1:-: o£:fi,gio" ~ bo:oruiul ,1 
~(i:-~NH: 11 cl!"c:\ur:-.fi 1:1 {:$~t';>~"A 
tea 'j~nci.rf1'luluL AltU AU "\'A:ut 
o \In('Hire d~rn')n1rA 6 lui Bru .. 
C~:"I & . .,' lui. I'''!i'llrU II.uu)o:res 
r·~tio"al.coT'tlu;'\fs.m:.1lul. Slgu:, 
h,e- Im4 cl' ttu all lost pr~.,~
ti~i (omu!)i~tl1 p~l'rtr'U () ;it$tt:e.1 
dt tni"it{t .. ~r~ .. r.lirsel mend .. 
t~'irlo". ci.e I:ti.:{'B '~ou rolp~r1.o"!t 1« 
'M C'U .i~r~i ;-i minciu:-;a. ~l'ea. 
"c~: o:n ft:dcir"!. le....a tO$~ i.at<lt. 

Multl ".~\.r JiJ~Ha: PCmrl1 ~'J. 
t;oul .. 1::eo:r.., de- 1a l~ .. r.oiem:. 
b~io"~ .f" I ....... ~ ... - .. - ...•. -. 
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1 
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1 
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1 
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1 
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.' Dep.arte·'·~de·:··realitati: 
" .' . 
~nr~'~Mndenta specialll de fa Budapesta 

',:. 

'TllJNEAZERO 
SE .CONFIRMA 

... ~~ir~ 
' •. 'Ii •• 
'. , tost. ",auza '" 
.". .Pf:S~ d()ui tone. traIlSpo.m;at.e. 1.:a doul!. '91-", 
' •. :Dj~(:. ... • '.: ~ 

• '! p;~e de.- re:dst-en.tl 6.1t t'os.twnat1e.! ~d<o 
.• ~1' a lui .M1~l.Ul. J~-ck.soon ~n.t c"c!e 

• c.ou~ h3i."l<e C;J 0 lun&1ro¢ d~ 2.7 m, 0 ~;t~ 
• ti:ne. ~ '~te 2.00 m si 0 ~Teu.t.a.te:d<CI 
• 20. ke. c:.3~:e au Jnse:a.te b S"" .... ""U<'tu:a It"l: 
• ·s 500 ~:" .olip:=<., I:!ecw-. d., lu-
• mina'.1rint. :obti1'1ut.e" cu~ GoJutorul Uno.:, 1;.. 
• u..f.e 1n\"iz.~bU<:' co:n,pute:iz.aW:. Od· 3 000 
• '''olU ~ tW'l(;~j{)n-ar1i' ~blulu1 
• fil.rid tutlliz.aH· de 15 b:s.toe.."iJ mor.la~ po 
• 0 G"W.~ 'ca.te tr.~ WL.. ~tei. . · . . 
: . Miron Cozma 
: 'remorcheaza greYi~tii 
.' Coo.leilen.(i a SIDdie.a.lclo'r 'f\IiDier~ diD 
• RomAnia cOnsJd~"";' iJctatc &¢'iUD~lo oob.-
• dueeril S(leielit,1i National('l "' ellIot' Fe.. 

~=!:.:': sUlrea ('co·· m.~! III ~ '.au re.!lli::at c:-e-;r..erf ta:.:. ·c5e - r~,f4! (SX~R) . Ctcr£'h"crsarea loebt.1erlf 
! !:.:::~. a tli'iulu1 lU:',.L· P::I:.:.E-·G'?n::'I •. pd:-.tre care extrilcUa pe.. • ·Muti:'a.ctllluf de' ~un.ci-.' cerecunoasterm. 
,:':'i.:-e. DJrnpot. ... '. tr/)lu'!u! ~l 'ardOr l'.Stura)e,·jr.dlJ!trlOl celu_ • ,ll1dJe.\t-clor C4 DMknt'rJ d;" nct:ociere. 1m-
.!:t .. educt :mult4!' JOld, tI~tii:i ~i . cart',:.~u!'Ji. 'Scid"::ri In<lrl • piedlCOlr'e1l ·clesta~urirli a.cti'\"itiitli ~Ibdlea.. 
, "·::e -. du ,,1'. f::'~i d~ ;U;'d !un;c li-oU bret!!!ttot la pro •• JtI., care au deicrnlina.t iotra.ru 10. ~,. 
!.·.; .. :.'-.:.:.·~~~ca.!~dQ'-"'IC,:ul~'.. cu':~lio. {l~ rr.lj!(lc:~ de L!'"~OSport rtIticr, in- • l-a ·fo.ainel .:11.' D&ti'U !iderl iindiealJ ,- JI_ 

- r dus::i~ (:O"ns,rt.:~tiilo\" m~taHc.e':d ol\ produ_ • "rAt! hllr.uo eOD..lunlca, r('mls &Drc difu • 
.:!.:-t..,o cPtiun'!. I;ticr db n:ct.a!.' .irlo:!'J3~:!a ~ e;'hIPsrnente,.. j:3.~ At~D,lei "a.tiona.le de I'red R.o~D~. 
:i:-..:~ t!'"i co~ditli' apf.: ... ~e de ra~!", to!le"l::inr.e ,~.I C(',mu;}l •• icmw.t de pre~ediDh:lc (:ou~~en.tl~l •. dL 

n:,=e;,~ ·at , flU.' "C~,t~': 4P":rIit',J.~e (1 Jnstnlmcnto. OJ:ltl~i!.. me.. _ MJioQ COl7n.3.. Dutlli ce aubtu:uaz.! C40 "L~~ 
, c-.: 13,7 la', Ju~;1 dlc:"e e~;:, '. . '_ dic:llistU miocri 6e l;olidOU'ize.a~ Clt .!.diu. 
::"'.! '!'J,9 1a .$uti: "C.~ "~8 mun<:-!t 'n.lo:lc mil]": pl;.t1n, ';1 ec:~.. b~.a' I:"re\'h:lili)r cO[l'uni~jul c.o~idcr;i cl 

!--.·.:.l ~ec1:,,t .. As.. ,n~)rr:Jc. !!,e,f1'le:'!t le '.ltd'! .~1 din ~v,Ohl~18 • &.etiublle eonduecrii ·S]oo;'Cl-'R ,.au rtllul de 
..i':. t'.·oh::;ia pi.c~ . " ur.!.:.i.,1(.:;'!Cdl·:r. e;are. (!e,e..am\"nea r,u I~rti: •• pru't'oCa 1.11'\ cooilict de ,wuaca in (.ue 
::!...""::tle:12 ' 'lV:!i.,'· prO(hlt!j\·ita~e.a .. rnu"icli. Ac~st"'a fo~t Cl..l •• Eoi.· fie antrc::nat.e;· ''De liDt'i' s,;.l:lriapl 
-, ~::'.t &nt;} ,hlEil.: 1.1, ~a, rt.::-a '1.:b ,r;i: .. elul)u::j~ ~U!"l~(!;. ~ ace-;~'l1 '. S1':CFR.:·.e. •. He catcrlJrJt or~H'.1[oc.t.le ,d l,! 
,o!:'!:'-:;,'.!Uj ".!nce''':' '. '",,,man1 ... , de a 'afrat:1'I rilbN.r~ .. 1nt!iC-l:l~ 
,. • " ".Vloicu MOU '.'; ill acthiof, de,(a.bllU::&toa.rc fQ' I),=.ci~<!-
.:' . "pe:1~~' • elccwr,~,U.".' ' 
-;; tlei; n\:.- (Cootic.a:a-e 10 Dat' •• ru;.) '.' , " • : 'ifl,.o"m.t:J~C$')' 

j;i"!k;J~;RboUCT1El..[NDlJ$TRiAlE·· 
. ·~.tala lunar~ -' " ... , 

·1, I '.1 r., 'r 
• >.',;ELECTROMOTOR"'- " 
: .. :' '.<··SOMAJIOTAl., 

.' ,".' , . .' • " , .~, •• ~ :'.< ". ~ ..... '.! " 
.-'.~. - SOe1eb:t~~ 'Conle-rl:J3..l1 . , ~ ':E1~t;ofl'l0tt?rc 
, .•• ~, S.A,;; diD, :T:t::.iUona ~Gl, ~e.1' 'tirca 2. ~:',.d., 

.•• ';nJe:i.8.ti a.u' 'intrat. inceD!:;ld de.l'.ln:..:,24 
, : ............... .: '·1- _,:,_,_~, ,.1._'.· ... " .... . 

,. 
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Simpozion ,international 
. " . 

","pe lema' modalifatilor 
',' :. 

'democratice:: de conducere" 
. . Marti " (Hin~n~ta a {nceput n~tIl.at llothmea ·d~ a.1truhrn., In 'Muzeul Natiori:lr de lsto;i~ ('~tind tuturor s~ .. fie genera .. 
a Romol..tilei'din 'Bucure~ti'·t.im~ til ',de, sacrific1u in folos~J ~ 

, Po'iion'u1 :1fES r(JntemaUonal : Ipr. ~e··".o:~ .. "ve_;ll.; .~ou ·t.r,ebule ca . 
·ro~.ir.·cialion,·:·!o~~'Ele:c~(\'t~1 ;·S>~, ',i· -#c~s.te.t':·~uoti~i . ..5;\';','; se' op~f)~?e . t~mn ·diri:s:u';·h:!·~vitid1ca te=.:,'l cjeA~de ,egoism;' cl c~,:de- lndi:- i;:'; 
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INVITATION 
To Attend Democratic Leadership Workshop 

To: 

Fax no.: 

On behalf of the International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES), a non-profit 
research and education foundation based in Washington D.C., I am pleased to formally invite 
you to attend a democratic leadership skills workshop (described on the attached page). This 
participatory workshop will be held at The National History Museum of Romania, located at 
Calea Victoriei Nr. 12. 

It will take place beginning at 11:00 a.m. on Monday August 31 and continue through 
Friday September 4, 1992. Each day the workshop will continue until 4:30 p.m. A light lunch 
will be available. 

This workshop will be led jointly by Mr. Terry Holcomb and Mrs. Juliana Geran Pilon. 
Mr. Terry Holcomb is a well-known American educator in the areas of leadership training, 
management, conflict resolution and speech communication. Mrs. Juliana Pilon is the 
International Director of Programs at lFES in Washington. She is a native of Romania who 
speaks both Romanian and Hungarian. She received her doctorate degree from the University of 
Chicago and completed a post-doctoral fellowship at Stanford University. Currently, she teaches 
at the Johns Hopkins University and American University. She has written over 150 articles and 
reviews for such publications as The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, Romania 
Literara, and Romania Libera. Her book "The Bloody Flag: Post Communist Nationalism in 
Eastern Europe-Spotlight on Romania" was recently published in the United States. . 

Therefore, we hope that you will attend this important skills workshop that has been 
specifically designed to help select Romanians develop and apply democratic leadership skills in 
their organizations. 

In addition you may invite other persons from your office or organization that you think 
would benefit from this training. However, please call my office to provide me with their names. 
Please keep in mind that preference is for English speaking attendees, but translation in 
Romanian will also be provided. 

The attendees of this workshop will come not only from the political parties, but from all 
the organizations in Bucharest that are committed to democratic principals, including: trade 
associations, labor unions, ministries of government, academic institutions, social and cultural 
organizations and others. 

Please call me in the office in Bucharest (15.03.43.) to confirm your andlor your colleges 
participation in this workshop no later than Thursday August 27, 1992. 

We look forward to your participation. 

Sincerely yours, 

OBIELMOORE 
IFES Project Manager, Bucharest 
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SKILLS WORKSHOP: LEADERSmp IN A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 

WHEN: 
TIME: 
WHERE: 
PURPOSE: 

SKILLS: 

METHOD: 

TEXT: 

August 31 - September 4 
11 AM to 4:30 PM 
The National Museum of Romania, Calea Victoriei Nr. 12 
To develop specific skills needed to lead groups in the democratic process 
of making decisions, planning action on decisions and organizing 
activities to carry out plans. 
Personal Skills: Developing behavior that builds trust. 
Analytical Skills: Learn skills to define problems, gather information, 
evaluate people, identify trends and compare courses of action. 
Social Skills: Learn to interact with other people in ways that encourage 
the group to be productive. 
Organizational Skills: Skills to lead groups to consensus, to use 
parliamentary. procedure, to set specific goals, to identify and organize 
tasks, to create systems to accomplish tasks and to assign individuals to 
take responsible action. 
Communication Skills: Skills to articulate ideas and emotions accurately, 
to persuade others to work toward group goals and to build group support 
for action. 

Discussion among participants, exercises to practice skills in situations 
that participants are likely to encounter. 

Materials will be provided in both Romanian and English, by the 
International Foundation for Electoral Systems. 

WORKSHOP LEADERS: TERRY HELCOMB and JULIANA GERAN PILON 

TO CONFIRM YOUR ATTENDANCE 
AND FOR MORE INFORMATION: Call OBIE MOORE, Project Director in Romania 

Telephone: Bucharest 15.03.43. 
Address: Strada· Franklin, Nr. 9 
Et. II, Apt. #3 
Sector I, Bucharest 
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INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR ELECTORAL SYSTEMS 

PRESS CONTACT 

PRESS RELEASE 

Obie Moore 
Tel: 15 03 43 

IFES ANNOUNCES LONG-TERM DEMOCRACY PROGRAM 

The International Foundation for Electoral Systems announced tOday 
the establishment of a new program to train people in the practice 
of democracy. IFES is a non-profit, non-partisan organization, 
based in Washington, D.C., that assists nations around the world 
with programs to improve the electoral process and to educate 
citizens in the traditions of democracy. 

Mr. Obie L. Moore, the Project Manager for Romania, said that "the 
purpose of the program in Romania is to provide training that will 
give Romanians the skills to develop their own traditions of 
democratic problem-solving". He added that "this is a long-term 
program. I am personally committed to at least one year, and I 
hope that the program will be extended for a secorid year. Our 
ultimate goal is to have a permanent, sustainable civic education 
program with a resource center that is staffed and managed by the 
people of Romania" . 

Mr. Moore has been a practicing attorney in Washington, D.C., for 
the past seven years. During his legal career, he has worked in 
countries of South-Est Asia, the Indian sub-continent, the Middle 
East and Europe. He is a former university professor of business 
law. 

The first phase of the project gets under way this coming Monday, 
August 31 at 11.00AM at the National Museum of Romanian History. 
IFES is sponsoring a skills wrokshop in democratic leadership that 
will train leaders in activities such as: conducting meetings, 
analyzing problems, group decision-making, problem-solving through 
consensus-building, setting goals, establishing priori ties, wirting 
work plans, and sharing responsibilities in the newly emerging 
Romanian democratic institutions. 

The first workshop will be led by Mr. Terry Holcomb, who teaches 
similar workshops in the united states for businesses, 
organizations, government agencies and civic groups. He and IFES 
recently published a short book entitled "Leadership in a 
Democratic Society", copies of which will be available at the 
workshop. In addition, Dr. Juliana Geran Pilon, a Romanian
American, author, lecturer, educator and IFES Program Director, 
will assist in the instruction at the workshop . 


